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Status
 Closed

Subject
Menu & modules contextual to category of currently show item (wiki page, article, tracker, etc)

Version
2.x

Category
Feature request

Feature
Category
Menu
Templates (Smarty)
Modules
Admin Interface (UI)
Infrastructure
Workspace

Resolution status
Fixed or Solved

Submitted by
Marc Laporte

Lastmod by
Marc Laporte

Rating
     (0) 

Description
Related:
Modules use should be restrictable with standard permissions

Read from bottom up:

2008-05-27 00:46:33 Norrin_Rrr mmh
2008-05-27 00:45:57 prozaq you could probably modify that
2008-05-27 00:45:39 prozaq that displays all categories
2008-05-27 00:45:32 prozaq Norrin_Rrr: in 1.10 there is a module called "categories"
2008-05-27 00:41:25 Norrin_Rrr will try it
2008-05-27 00:41:16 Norrin_Rrr the example in the documentation says its for features not sections
that s weird
2008-05-27 00:40:51 prozaq oh - yes I think so, but Ive never tried it
2008-05-27 00:40:34 prozaq beg your pardon?
2008-05-27 00:39:45 Norrin_Rrr the section parameter in the menu its to set wich section
(wiki/cms/forums) will display the menu ?
2008-05-27 00:38:54 Norrin_Rrr that should be doable

https://dev.tiki.org/item1783-Menu-modules-contextual-to-category-of-currently-show-item-wiki-page-article-tracker-etc
https://dev.tiki.org/wish1887
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2008-05-27 00:38:19 prozaq so you should be able to copy some of the code from the tiki-
browse_categories pages
2008-05-27 00:34:38 Norrin_Rrr yes
2008-05-27 00:34:16 prozaq but isnÃ¤t that when you are creating a module from scratch?
2008-05-27 00:34:07 Norrin_Rrr i am not sure but there seems a possibility for hacking ?
2008-05-27 00:33:44 Norrin_Rrr "So if you know about Smarty template editing you can use any
Smarty tag in your user modules."
2008-05-27 00:33:05 Norrin_Rrr ah okay i am at the module documentation, and its seems there are
some conditionals with TW1.10 for modules but unfortunatly none for specific category
2008-05-27 00:32:56 *** franck has left #tikiwikin
2008-05-27 00:29:43 *** kiilo_ has quit IRCn
2008-05-27 00:28:34 Suprano even more if you paste in in a formular 
2008-05-27 00:28:15 Suprano hmmm copying 4mb text slows down the pc
2008-05-27 00:28:10 Norrin_Rrr and display a menu that gather the various item of this category
2008-05-27 00:27:59 prozaq marclaporte: earlier I posted a bug to the tracker item Bugs & Wish list
on dev.tikiwiki.org but how do I post to the "All Bugs" section or the "Release 110 taged bugs" ?
section
2008-05-27 00:27:38 Norrin_Rrr yes
2008-05-27 00:27:30 marclaporte the goal would be to show a certain module only if current item
(page, etc) is in category X ?
2008-05-27 00:26:07 prozaq eek...
2008-05-27 00:25:45 Norrin_Rrr its seems it works for feature enabled on the site but not for
category (?)
2008-05-27 00:25:16 Norrin_Rrr yep i have the doc about the menu under my nose but i don't
understand the section parameter
2008-05-27 00:24:39 marclaporte hi prozaq
2008-05-27 00:24:24 prozaq marclaporte: hi
2008-05-27 00:24:19 prozaq but IÃ¤m not sure a specific category would fall under that
2008-05-27 00:23:57 prozaq it seems that you can tell a module which "section" it should appear in
2008-05-27 00:22:37 Norrin_Rrr for now 1.9.9 but 1.10 soon i hope 
2008-05-27 00:21:20 *** marclaporte has joined #tikiwikin
2008-05-27 00:20:45 prozaq which version are you using norrin?
2008-05-27 00:18:38 Norrin_Rrr i am not sure, a module with a menu would be nice
2008-05-27 00:18:08 prozaq a menu item or a module with menus?
2008-05-27 00:17:29 Norrin_Rrr and hello everybody ;)
2008-05-27 00:16:39 Norrin_Rrr Is it possible to show a menu only when a user reach an item
belonging to a given category ?
2008-05-27 00:15:24 *** Norrin_Rrr has joined #tikiwikin

Sylvie has recently added some useful code in BRANCH-1-10 so we can use categories as conditions
in templates (.tpl)

related info in Hello World

Importance
7

http://dev.tikiwiki.org/Hello+World#To_do_something_specific_in_a_template_ex_tiki_tpl_conditional_to_the_current_item_being_in_a_category_Ex_different_header_picture_
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Priority
35

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tiki.org
Version:  Create show2.tiki.org instancetrunk ▼

Demonstrate Bug (older Tiki versions)
Please demonstrate your bug on show.tikiwiki.org
Version:  Create show.tikiwiki.org instance18.x ▼

Ticket ID
1783

Created
Monday 26 May, 2008 23:53:30 GMT-0000
by Unknown

LastModif
Friday 28 September, 2012 02:27:54 GMT-0000

Comments

Marc Laporte 05 Sep 09 20:02 GMT-0000

Workspace Roadmap

Marc Laporte 28 Sep 12 02:27 GMT-0000

There is a Module Menu.

All modules can be restricted to categories via tiki-admin_modules.php -> Edit a module -> Visibility ->
Category / No Category

Attachments

 filename created hits comment version filetype  

No attachments for this item

The original document is available at
https://dev.tiki.org/item1783-Menu-modules-contextual-to-category-of-currently-show-item-wiki-page-articl
e-tracker-etc
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